Disrupting of E79 and K138 interaction is responsible for human muscle creatine kinase deficiency diseases.
Creatine kinase (CK) is a key enzyme for cellular energy metabolism, catalyzing the reversible phosphoryl transfer from phosphocreatine to ADP in vertebrates. Due to its important physiological functions, the acquired CK somatic mutations are closely correlated to diseases. In this study, the E79G point mutation was identified in two acute myocardial infarction patients with muscle CK activity deficiency. The crystal structure of CK indicates that the E79 and K138 interaction plays key roles in sustaining the recognition between N-terminal and C-terminal domains. Mutations of these residues caused pronounced loss of activity, conformational changes and distinct substrate synergism alteration. Moreover, spectroscopic spectra experiments suggested that mutations disrupting this hydrogen bond impaired the secondary and tertiary structure of CK. Meanwhile, protein folding experiments implied that mutations lead them to the partially unfolded state which made them easier to be inactivated and unfolded under environmental stresses. Furthermore, this partially unfolded state upon environmental stresses might gradually decrease the CK level in the patients. Thus, these results might provide clues in the mechanism of CK deficiency diseases.